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1 Introduction
Context. In a 1987 foundational work, An-
gluin showed how the minimal automaton recog-
nizing a regular language L could be computed
in polynomial time using the L* learning algo-
rithm [1]. This algorithm learns the automaton
by querying two oracles: a membership oracle,
which decides whether a given word belongs to L,
and an equivalence oracle, which decides whether
the language recognized by a hypothesis automa-
ton is L, and if not returns a counter-example
word on which the automaton and the language
disagree.
The L* algorithm has proven widely useful in

many areas of computer science, and has been
extended to many other families of automata, for
instance weighted automata (automata whose
state-spaces are vector spaces and transitions are
linear maps) [2] or transducers (automata whose
transitions can also produce output words) [3].
In 2021, Colcombet and Petrişan thus in-

troduced a categorical framework for automata
minimization and learning which neatly encap-
sulates these previous examples in a unifying way
[4, 5]. It is not the first such framework [e.g. 6,
7] , but it is arguably simpler and less restrictive
then the previous ones.

The research problem. One limit of this cat-
egorical framework is that it does not give rise
to new results, as all the examples come from
already existing generalizations of the L* algo-
rithm. A natural question is then whether it can
be instanciated to do so, that is whether it ap-
plies to families of transition systems to which
the L* algorithm has not been generalized yet,
and whether the framework makes this easy. In
particular, a positive answer would likely encour-
age the use of category theory in the automata
theory community.

Our first such instanciation of this framework
is for transducers whose outputs may now be-
long to any arbitrary monoid, the original object
of study of this internship. Their minimization
has been studied before [8], but the algorithm
is quite restrictive and nothing is said of learn-
ing. The second instanciation is for weighted
automata with weights in arbitrary rings and
not just fields, which we originally studied in
the hope of encompassing weighted transducers.
There is a learning algorithm for principal do-
mains [9], but it does not produce a minimal au-
tomaton, and no notion of minimality has been
defined that gives a unique (up to isomorphism)
minimal automaton. The third and final instan-
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ciation is for automata whose transition graphs
are quasi-ordered: they can of course be min-
imized and learnt using standard automata al-
gorithms, but there is no guarantee this pre-
serves the quasi-order on the graph. We studied
this third instance because we hoped it would
relate automata learning and the Valk-Jantzen-
Goubault-Larrecq lemma, which is used to learn
upwards-closed sets appearing in the theory of
well-structured transition systems [10].

Contributions. In this work we successfully
apply the categorical framework of Colcombet
and Petrişan to the three instances described
above. To this means we also extend the frame-
work itself, providing new categorical algorithms
for minimization and improper learning.
For transducers with output in arbitrary

monoids, we give necessary and sufficient con-
ditions on the output monoid for the framework
to apply, and describe the minimality notion and
the learning algorithm that ensue. We also de-
scribe a minimization algorithm which happens
to have categorical roots but whose instanciation
is non-trivial, and we thus implement it in OCaml
as a proof-of-concept.
For weighted automata, we exhibit a whole

family of minimality notions that are equivalent
when the weights are over a field but not in gen-
eral. We show that the corresponding minimal
automata are well-behaved when the weights are
in Dedekind domains (a generalization of princi-
pal domains), and that they can be learnt with
L*-like algorithms when they recognize a ratio-
nal language.
For quasi-ordered automata, we show that the

minimal automaton is equipped with a topo-
logical ordering and that it can be learnt by
only considering quasi-ordered automata. We

then show how the equivalence oracle in the
learning algorithm can be implemented using a
more powerful membership oracle, effectively re-
lating automata learning and the Valk-Jantzen-
Goubault-Larrecq lemma.

Advantages of our method. Our proofs are
particularly interesting because they are clean:
the minimality notions and the correctness of
the algorithms are already handled by the cat-
egorical framework, so we focus on the intri-
cate part which is showing that the specific cat-
egories corresponding to the different families of
automata have a certain structure. In particular,
this makes it easier to find the weakest possible
conditions under which our arguments hold.

Future work. As these examples were all
quite theoretical, a first question is whether they
actually apply to practical problems. For in-
stance, we have hope that transducers with out-
put in arbitrary monoids may be used in natural
language processing or concurrency theory.
On the theoretical side, some of our arguments

worked specifically because the category used in
the corresponding example had a special well-
behaved structure. It would thus be interesting
to understand which categorical properties ac-
tually give rise to these structures and to deter-
mine the most general context in which these
arguments work. For example, to reason on
quasi-ordered automata, we generalized Colcom-
bet and Petrişan’s framework to categories en-
riched with partial orders (where the morphisms
are ordered and the functors are monotone), but
we believe it can actually be generalized to arbi-
trary enrichment categories, and that this would
for example also instanciate the minimization
and learning of nominal automata [11].
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2 Preliminaries

In this section we recall (and extend) the defini-
tions and results of Colcombet and Petrişan [4,
5], that we will instanciate in three different con-
texts. We assume basic knowledge of category
theory [12], but we also focus on the example
of deterministic complete automata and mention
the examples of transducers and weighted au-
tomata that will be detailed and generalized in
Sections 3 and 4 respectively.

2.1 Automata and languages as func-
tors

Fix an input alphabet A. In this framework,
an automaton is seen as a functor from the
input category I to an output category C.

The input category is the one freely generated
by the diagram below, where a ranges in A.

in st out
. /

a

It represents the
basic structure
of automata as
transition systems:
st represents the
state-space, . the initial configuration, a the
transitions along the corresponding letters,
and / the output values associated to each
state. We then say that a functor A : I → C
is a (C, X, Y )-automaton when A(in) = X
and A(out) = Y . For example, if 1 = {∗}
and 2 = {⊥,>}, a (Set, 1, 2)-automaton A
is a (possibly infinite) deterministic complete
automaton: it is given by a state-set S = A(st),
transition functions A(a) : S → S, an initial
state s0 = A(.)(∗) ∈ S and a set of accepting
states F = {s ∈ S | A(/)(s) = >} ⊆ S.
Similarly, if K is a field, we may see K-weighted
automata as functors from I to the category
of K-vector-spaces KVec, and if B is an
output alphabet, we may see deterministic
transducers as functors from I to the Kleisli
category Kl(TB∗) of free algebras for the monad
TB∗X = B∗ ×X + 1.
In the same way, we define a language to be a

functor L : O → C, where O is the full subcate-
gory of I on in and out. In other words, a lan-
guage is the data of two objects X = L(in) and
Y = L(out) in C, and, for each word w ∈ A∗,
of a morphism L(.w/) : X → Y . In particu-
lar, composing an automaton A : I → C with
the embedding ι : O ↪→ I, we get the lan-
guage LA = A ◦ ι recognized by A. For ex-
ample, the language recognized by a (Set, 1, 2)-
automaton A is the language recognized by the
corresponding complete deterministic automa-
ton: for a given w ∈ A∗, LA(.w/)(∗) = > if
and only if w belongs to the language, and the
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equality LA(.w/) = A(.w/) = A(.)A(w)A(/)
means that we can decide whether w is in the
language by checking whether the state we get
in by following w from the initial state is accept-
ing.
Given a category C and a language L : O → C,

we then define the category AutoL whose ob-
jects are (C,L(in),L(out))-automata A recog-
nizing L, and whose morphisms A → A′ are
natural transformations whose components on
L(in) and L(out) are the identity. In other
words, a morphism of automata is given by a
morphism f : A(st) → A′(st) in C such that
A′(.) = f ◦ A(.) (it preserves the initial con-
figuration), A′(a) ◦ f = f ◦ A(a) (it commutes
with the transitions), and A′(/) ◦ f = A(/) (it
preserves the output values).

2.2 Factorization systems and the
minimal automaton

Consider now an arbitrary category C (our lead-
ing example being AutoL for some L). A fac-
torization system (E ,M) on C is the data of two
classes of morphisms E and M such that (i)
E ∩M is exactly the class of isomorphisms of C
and E andM are both stable under composition;

X Y1

Y2 Z

u

e

v
d

m

(ii) for every commutative
square such that v ◦ e = m ◦ u
with e ∈ E and m ∈ M, there is
a unique d such that u = d ◦ e
and v = m ◦ d; (iii) for every
morphism f : X → Y in C,

there is a Z in C (the (E ,M)-factorization of f)
and morphisms e : X � Z in E and m : Z � Y
(note how we use � for morphisms in E and
� for arrows in M) in M such that f = m ◦ e
(and this choice is unique up to isomorphism
by condition (ii)). In Set or in KVec, a classic
factorization system is given by E-morphisms

being the surjective maps and M-morphisms
being the injective maps (the factorization of a
morphism being its image), and for L : O → C
any factorization system on C may be lifted to
AutoL by having the E-morphisms be those
morphisms of automata f : A(st) → A′(st)
such that f ∈ E (in C), and similarly for M.
When a category C is equipped with a fac-

torization (E ,M), we may then define its mini-
mal object as soon as it has an initial object I
(for every object X of C, there is exactly one
morphism I → X) and a final object F (for
every object X of C, there is exactly one mor-
phism X → F ). Indeed, there is then a unique
morphism I → F : the minimal object is the
object that (E ,M)-factors this morphism. It is
minimal in the sense that it (E ,M)-divides any
other object: if we write ReachX for the (E ,M)-
factorization of the morphism I → X and ObsX
for the (E ,M)-factorization of X → F , we get
that Min ∼= Reach(ObsX) ∼= Obs(ReachX),

X ObsX

ReachX Min

as well as the (non-
necessarily commut-
ing) diagram on the
right. In Set, the do-
main of an injection
has smaller cardinal
than its codomain, and conversely for a surjec-
tion, so (E ,M)-division implies smaller cardinal-
ity.
To be able to define the minimal automa-

ton recognizing a language, the question is
then whether this is possible in AutoL, that is
whether this category has an initial and a final
object. For (Set, 1, 2)-automata, the initial au-
tomaton recognizing a language L has state-set
Ainit(st) = A∗, initial state ε, accepting states
those w that are in the language, and transi-
tion functions δa(w) = wa. Similarly, the fi-
nal automaton has state-set Afinal(st) = 2A

∗ ,
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initial state L itself, accepting states the lan-
guages that contain ε, and transition function
δa(L) = a−1L = {w | aw ∈ L}. The unique
morphism between these two automata sends a
word (a state of Ainit) to its residual language
(a state of Afinal), and the minimal automaton
is thus the factorization of this morphism: its
states are the Myhill-Nerode equivalence classes
for L. This can be summed up by the commuting
diagram below, which, when generalized to arbi-
trary output categories, leads to Theorem 2.1.

A∗

1 Min(L)(st) 2

2A
∗

L(.·/)

w 7→wa

ε

L L7→L(ε)

L7→a−1L

Theorem 2.1. Given a language L : I → C,
if C has |A∗|-copowers of L(in) and |A∗|-powers
of L(out) then AutoL has both initial and fi-
nal objects Ainit(L) and Afinal(L), and hence a
minimal object MinL.

Similarly, the minimal (KVec,K,K)-
automaton is the minimal weighted automaton
[13], and the minimal (Kl(TB∗), 1, 1)-automaton
is the minimal transducer [14].
While Petrişan and Colcombet do not give a

categorical generalization of the fixpoint algo-
rithm for computing Reach or Obs, their proof
methods can be adapted to show that Algo-
rithm 1 is such an algorithm, where A is a fixed
C-automaton and JQ is defined to be the (E ,M)-
factorization of the morphism

∐
q∈QA(.q) :∐

Q L(in) → A(st) for a set Q ⊆ A∗: in Set, JQ

is the subset of states of A(st) that are reach-
able by following words in Q. There is a canoni-
cal morphism JQ � JQ∪QA and the automaton
structure on A can be restricted to JQ when this
morphism is an isomorphism.

Algorithm 1 A categorical algorithm for com-
puting Reach

Input: a C-automaton A
Output: ReachA

1: Qtodo = {ε}
2: Qdone = ∅
3: while there is a q ∈ Qtodo do
4: move q from Qtodo to Qdone

5: for a ∈ A such that JQdonetQtodo
�

JQdonetQtodot{qa} is not an E-morphism
do

6: add qa to Qtodo

7: end for
8: end while
9: return the automaton with state-space

JQdone

· · · X

X2

X1

Define an object X in C to
be M-noetherian when every
strict chain of M-subobjects
of X (as on the right) is fi-
nite, and call the (possibly in-
finite) supremum of the lengths
of such chains, dimMX, the
M-dimension of X. Dually, de-
fineX to be E-artinian when ev-
ery strict cochain of E-quotients of X is finite,
and call the supremum of the lengths of such
cochains, codimE X, the E-codimension of X. In
Set for example these two quantities are both
the cardinal of X.

Proposition 2.2. Algorithm 1 is correct. It also
terminates when A(st) is M-noetherian, iterat-
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ing the while loop (line 3) at most dimMA(st)
times.

The dual algorithm computes Obs and has
its complexity bounded by codimE A (see Al-
gorithm 4 in Appendix A.1). These two al-
gorithms instanciate for example the depth-
first search computing reachable states of a
(Set, 1, 2)-automaton and the partition refine-
ment that computes their Myhill-Nerode equiv-
alence classes.

2.3 Learning

In this section, we fix a language L : I → C and
a factorization system (E ,M) of C that extends
to AutoL, and we assume that C has all the
countable copowers of L(in) and all the count-
able powers of L(out) so that Theorem 2.1 ap-
plies. Our goal is to compute MinL with the
help of two oracles: EvalL computes L(.w/)
given a w ∈ A∗, while EquivL decides whether
a C-automaton A recognizes L, and, if not,
computes a counter-example w ∈ A∗ such that
L(.w/) 6= (A ◦ ι)(.w/).
For (Set, 1, 2)-automata, this problem is

solved using Angluin’s L* algorithm [1], which
maintains sets Q and T of prefixes and suffixes.
Using EvalL, it incrementally builds a table
LQ,T : Q × (A ∪ {ε}) × T → 2 that represents
partial knowledge of L until LQ,T can be merged
into a (minimal) automaton. This automaton is
then submitted to EquivL: if it is accepted it
must be MinL, otherwise the counter-example
is added to Q and the algorithm loops over.
The FunL* algorithm (Algorithm 2) gen-

eralizes this to arbitrary AutoL. The par-
tial table LQ,T (the restriction of L to words
in Q(A ∪ {ε})T ) is represented as a (Q,T )-
biautomaton, where Q,T ⊆ A∗ are respectively

prefix-closed (if wa ∈ Q then w ∈ Q) and
suffix-closed (if aw ∈ T then w ∈ T ): for-
mally, a (Q,T )-biautomaton is, like an automa-
ton, a functor A : IQ,T → C, except IQ,T is now
the category freely generated by the diagram
in st1 st2 out

.q

ε

a t/ , where we

st2 out

st1 st2

in st1

at/

ε

a

t/

.qa

.q ε

also require the diagram on
the right to commute. In Set,
a biautomaton is thus given
by two state-sets A(st1) and
A(st2), and each prefix q ∈
Q leads to a state in A(st1)
while, for every suffix t ∈ T ,
each state in A(st2) is known
to accept or reject t. There
are also transition functions from A(st1) to
A(st2) that are consistent with the prefixes and
suffixes.
Theorem 2.1 can be adapted for biautomata,

and the initial and final biautomata recognizing
LQ,T are then made of finite coproducts of L(in)
and finite products of L(out). Writing JQ,T for
the (E ,M)-factorization of

∐
q∈Q

∏
t∈T L(.qt/),

the corresponding minimal biautomaton then
has state-spaces (MinLQ,T )(st1) = JQ∪QA,T

and (MinLQ,T )(st2) = JQ,T∪AT : in Set, these
are respectively the Myhill-Nerode equivalence
classes of Q and Q∪QA with respect to suffixes
in T ∪ TA and T . The minimal biautomaton
may thus be fully computed using EvalL, and
it can be merged into a hypothesis automaton
HQ,TL precisely when εmin

Q,T = (MinLQ,T )(ε) is
an isomorphism.
This algorithm instanciates Angluin’s L* al-

gorithm, but also its extensions to weighted au-
tomata [2] and to transducers [3]: in particu-
lar, the condition that εmin

Q,T is an isomorphism
instanciates exactly the conditions of closedness
(εmin

Q,T ∈ E) and consistency (εmin
Q,T ∈ M) that are
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Algorithm 2 The FunL*-algorithm
Input: EvalL and EquivL
Output: Min(L)

1: Q = T = {ε}
2: loop
3: while εmin

Q,T is not an isomorphism do
4: if εmin

Q,T is not an E-morphism then
5: find qa ∈ QA such that JQ,T � JQ∪{qa},T is not an E-morphism; add it to Q
6: else if εmin

Q,T is not an M-morphism then
7: find at ∈ AT such that JQ,T∪{at} � JQ,T is not an M-morphism; add it to T
8: end if
9: end while

10: merge MinLQ,T into the hypothesis automaton HQ,TL
11: if EquivL(HQ,TL) outputs some counter-example w then
12: add w and its prefixes to Q
13: else
14: return HQ,TL
15: end if
16: end loop

Algorithm 3 A variant of the FunL*-algorithm
Input: EvalL and EquivL
Output: an automaton recognizing L

1: Q = T = {ε}
2: loop
3: while there is a qa ∈ QA such that JQ,T � JQ∪{qa},T is not an E-morphism do
4: add qa to Q
5: end while
6: build an automaton H with state-space

∐
Q L(in)

7: if EquivL(H) outputs some counter-example w then
8: add w and its suffixes to T
9: else

10: return H
11: end if
12: end loop
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required to merge the table into a hypothesis au-
tomaton in these settings.
M-noetherianity and E-artinianity conditions

are also required for the algorithm to terminate.
Extending Colcombet and Petrişan’s results, we
also use the M-dimension and E-codimension to
give a bound on the complexity of the algorithm.

Theorem 2.3. Algorithm 2 is correct. It
also terminates when (MinL)(st) is M-
noetherian and E-artinian, making at most
dimM(MinL)(st) updates to Q (lines 5
and 12) (including calls to EquivL) and
codimE(MinL)(st) updates to T (line 7).

There is a variant of L* algorithms that only
checks for closedness but not consistency, at the
cost of producing an automaton that is not mini-
mal [9]. This variant was not studied by Colcom-
bet and Petrişan but it also has a categorical gen-
eralization given by Algorithm 3, with the condi-
tion that E-morphisms

∐
Q L(in) � JQ,T have

right-inverses. When this holds, a hypothesis au-
tomaton with state-space

∐
Q L(in) can be built

as soon as JQ,T � JQ∪QA,T is an E-morphism,
but this also requires that these right-inverses be
computable.

Proposition 2.4. Algorithm 3 is correct.
It also terminates when (MinL)(st) is M-
noetherian and E-artinian, making at most
dimM(MinL)(st) updates to Q (line 4) and
codimE(MinL)(st) updates to T (including calls
to EquivL).

3 Transducers with output in
arbitrary monoids

Our first new instanciation of the framework of
Section 2 is for monoidal transducers. Here we

call a transducer with input alphabet A and out-
put alphabet B a (non-necessarily complete) de-
terministic automaton with input alphabet A,
but such that the transitions also produce words
in B∗. An example of such a transducer with
A = {a, b} and B = {α, β} is given in Figure 1:
it recognizes a language such that, for instance,
L(.aba/) = α2βα but L(.abb/) = ⊥ (it is unde-
fined).

1 2

43

α

b : ε

a : α

α

b : β

b : β

a : α

a : ε

Figure 1: A (monoidal) transducer A

Transducers can be minimized [14] and the
minimal transducer recognizing a language can
be learned using an L*-like algorithm [3]. These
results are actually instances of the categorical
framework of Section 2 [4, 5], but the arguments
used to show it applies are very specific to the
corresponding output category and rely on the
freeness of B∗ as a monoid, hence the question
of whether they generalize.
In this section, we thus extend them to

monoidal transducers, that is transducers whose
outputs may now be considered as elements of
an arbitrary monoid. For instance, the trans-
ducer of Figure 1 is minimal as a transducer with
output in B∗, but it is not when considered to
output elements in B~ (where αβ = βα).
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Formally, letM be an output monoid with unit
ε1. We write its elements with greek letters to
differentiate them from words in A∗, and as such
we write e for the empty word in A∗. We define
an M -transducer as a functor A : I → Kl(TM )
such that A(in) = A(out) = 1, where Kl(TM )
is the Kleisli category for the monad TMX =
M × X + 1. Recall that this category has sets
for objects and, for arrows f : X 9 Y , func-
tions f : X → M × Y + 1 or equivalently func-
tions f : M × X + 1 → M × Y + 1 verifying
f(⊥) = ⊥, f(υ, x) = (υν, y) if f(ε, x) = (ν, y)
and f(υ, x) = ⊥ otherwise. In particular, we
write X + 1 = X t {⊥}, the identity on a set X
is the function idX(x) = (ε, x), and the compo-
sition of two arrows f : X 9 Y and g : Y 9 Z
is given by the function (g ◦ f)(x) = (υν, z) if
f(x) = (υ, y) and g(y) = (ν, z), and (g ◦ f)(x) =
⊥ otherwise.
An M -transducer A thus has a state-set S =

A(st), partial transition functions − � a =
A(a) : S → M×S+1 (given by the pair of −·a :
S → S+1 and −#a : S → M +1), possibly un-
defined initialization value and state (υ0, s0) =
A(.)(∗) ∈ S + 1 and a partial termination func-
tion t = A(/) : S → M + 1. The language
recognized by a transducer is a functor L : I →
Kl(TM ) with L(in) = L(out) = 1, that is a func-
tion w 7→ L(.w/)(∗) : A∗ → M + 1. It is com-
puted for a word w by multiplying together the
outputs produced along the transitions for w in
the transducer: L(.a1 . . . an/)(∗) = t((υ0, s0) �
a1 � · · · � an)).

3.1 Minimal transducers

To apply the framework of Section 2, we need
three ingredients inKl(TM ): countable copowers

1a set equipped with a binary associative operation ⊗
such that ε⊗ υ = υ ⊗ ε = υ

of L(in) = 1, countable powers of L(out) = 1,
and a factorization system. Since Set has all co-
products, Kl(TM ) does as well as it is a Kleisli
category. The initial transducer recognizing a
language L thus exists and can be computed us-
ing Theorem 2.1: it has state-set A∗, transition
functions w � a = (ε, wa), initialization value
υ0 = ε, initial state s0 = e, and termination
function t(w) = L(.w/)(∗).

The final transducer. The existence of
countable powers of 1, and thus of the final trans-
ducer, is not as trivial: in general a Kleisli cat-
egory need not have products. For M = B∗,
the existence of this power relied on the specific
structure of Kl(TB∗). We generalize this argu-
ment to arbitrary M , but it relies on the fact
that arrows 1 9

∐
1 factors through one of the

coproduct inclusions κ : 1 9
∐

1, so there is
little hope that it generalizes to other monads.
Let us thus define partial functions Λ : N →

M + 1. We write ⊥N for the nowhere defined
function n 7→ ⊥ and (M+1)N∗ = (M+1)N−{⊥N}
for the set of partial functions that are not
nowhere defined. We extend the product ⊗ :
M2 → M of M as a left-action of M on (M+1)N∗
by setting (υ⊗Λ)(n) = υ⊗Λ(n) for n ∈ N such
that Λ(n) 6= ⊥ and (υ ⊗ Λ)(n) = ⊥ otherwise.
Lemma 3.1 then translates the universal prop-
erty of the product in this setting.

Lemma 3.1. 1 has all countable powers in
Kl(TM ) if and only if there are two functions
lgcd : (M + 1)N∗ → M and red : (M + 1)N∗ →
(M + 1)N∗ such that for all Λ ∈ (M + 1)N∗ ,
Λ = lgcd(Λ) red(Λ); and for all Γ,Λ ∈ (M +1)N∗
and υ, ν ∈ M , if υΓ = νΛ then υ = ν and Γ = Λ.

The power
∏

I 1 is then the set Irr(I,M) =
{redΛ | Λ ∈ (M + 1)I∗}.
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When these conditions are verified, The-
orem 2.1 gives us the final transducer rec-
ognizing a language L. It has state-set
Afinal(st) = Irr(A∗,M), transition func-
tions Γ 7→ (lgcd(a−1Γ), red(a−1Γ)) (where
(a−1Γ)(w) = Γ(aw)), initialization value υ0 =
lgcdL, initial state s0 = redL, and termination
function t(Γ) = Γ(e).
Note that our conditions are very similar to

those sufficient for a minimal monoidal trans-
ducer to exist [8]. While ours are a bit stronger,
they allow for a better-behaved notion of min-
imality (verifying a universal property), and in
particular for active learning.
Recall moreover that if χχ′ = ε, we say that

χ is right-invertible and χ′ is left-invertible. An
element is invertible when it is both left- and
right-invertible, and the set of invertibles is writ-
ten M×. If υΛ = Γ, we say υ left-divides Γ: a
left-gcd is a left-divisor that is left-divided by
all other left-divisors, and Λ is left-coprime if
it has only invertible left-divisors. If for all υ
υΛ = υΓ implies Λ = Γ, Λ and Γ, we say
that M is left-cancellative (up to invertibles on
the left when it only implies Λ = χΓ for some
χ ∈ M×). Similarly, if υΛ = νΛ implies υ = ν
for all left-coprime Λ, we say that M is right-
coprime-cancellative. These natural properties
of monoids can then be used to rewrite the con-
ditions of Lemma 3.1, showing for example that
they hold for trace monoids, that is monoids ob-
tained from free monoids by having certain let-
ters commute.

Proposition 3.2. 1 has all countable powers in
Kl(TM ) as soon as M is both left-cancellative
up to invertibles on the left and right-coprime-
cancellative, and all non-empty countable fami-
lies of M have a unique left-gcd up to invertibles
on the right. These conditions are also necessary

as soon as left- and right-invertibles of M are all
invertibles.

Factorization systems. Finally, even for
M = B∗, the factorization system consisting of
surjective and injective functions is not enough
because the corresponding minimal transducer
need not have a minimal number of states. In-
stead, we let Surj, Inj, Tot and Inv be sets of
morphisms defined as follows. For f : X →
M × Y + 1, write f(x) = (f1(x), f2(x)) when
f(x) 6= ⊥, and have f ∈ Surj whenever f2 is
surjective on Y , f ∈ Inj whenever f2 is injective
when corestricted to Y , f ∈ Tot when f(x) 6= ⊥
for all x, and f ∈ Inv when f1(x) is always invert-
ible (so f1(x) = ε when M = B∗ in particular).

Lemma 3.3. (E1,M1) = (Surj∩ Inj∩ Inv,Tot),
(E2,M2) = (Surj∩Inj,Tot∩Inv) and (E3,M3) =
(Surj, Inj ∩ Inv ∩ Tot) form a tetranary factor-
ization system, that is they are all factorization
systems and E1 ⊆ E2 ⊆ E3. In particular, a
morphism f in Kl(TM ) factors uniquely (up to
isomorphism) as f = m ◦ f2 ◦ f1 ◦ e with e ∈ E1,
f1 ∈ M1 ∩ E2, f2 ∈ M2 ∩ E3 and m ∈ M3.

The factorization system that we choose to
define the minimal transducer (for which we
compute Reach and Obs) is (E3,M3), hence we
also write it (E ,M); MinL is then character-
ized by that it has the minimal possible num-
ber of states, and all its outputs pulled (as
much as possible) towards the initial state. But
we also get that if A recognizes L, MinL =
Obs(Prefix(Total(ReachA))), where TotalA is
the (E1,M1)-factorization of A → Afinal(L),
and PrefixA is its (E2,M2)-factorization. In
practice, Reach just removes the unreachable
states, Total removes those that recognize ⊥A∗ ,
Prefix pulls the outputs towards the initial state,
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and Obs merges equivalent states together. For
instance, starting with the transducer A of Fig-
ure 1 seen as a transducer over the free commu-
tative monoid on {α, β}, ReachA = A (all states
are reachable), TotalA = A (all states produce
an output when following some word), PrefixA
is the transducer of Figure 2 (the output letters
α and β commute), and Obs(PrefixA) = MinL
is the transducer of Figure 3.

1 2

43

α3

b : ε

a : ε

ε

b : β

b : β

a : ε

a : ε

Figure 2: PrefixA

1 2 4
α3

b : ε

a : ε

b : β

ε

a : ε

Figure 3: Obs(PrefixA)

3.2 Algorithms

Let L be a rational language, that is a language
recognized by a transducer with finite state-set
A. To effectively compute MinL, we need addi-
tional asusmptions on M .

First and foremost, M has to be right-
noetherian, meaning that any chain of left-
divisors of an element υ ∈ M must be fi-
nite: we write rk υ for the greatest possi-
ble length of a chain of left-divisors of υ ∈
M . In particular, this is equivalent to having
(MinL)(st) be E-artinian and M-noetherian,
hence to having Theorem 2.3 apply. But M
being right-noetherian implies that its left- and
right-invertibles are invertibles, hence Proposi-
tion 3.2 applies as well, and MinL does exist.
Second, we need a few basic operations in M to
be effective, hence we also assume that we are
given access to the following oracles: one that
checks for equality in M ; ⊗ : M +1 → M +1 →
M+1 that computes the product in M+1 (with
υ⊥ = ⊥υ = ⊥); ∧ : M + 1 → M + 1 → M + 1
that computes a left-gcd of two elements ofM+1
(with υ ∧ ⊥ = ⊥ ∧ υ = ⊥); LeftDivide that
takes as input δ, υ ∈ M and computes a ν ∈ M
such that υ = δν (with ν = ⊥ when υ = ⊥)
or fails; and UpToInvLeft that takes as input
two families Λ,Γ ∈ M I indexed by a finite set I
and outputs a χ ∈ M× such that Λ = χΓ if such
a χ exists, and ⊥ otherwise.
Let us define notations to describe the com-

plexity of the algorithms. We write |A|st for
the number of states of the transducer A, and
|A|→ for its number of transitions. If rkΛ =
min{rk(Λ(i)) | Λ(i) 6= ⊥} for Λ ∈ (M + 1)I∗, we
also write rkA =

∑
s∈(TotalA)(st) rkLs, where Ls

is the language recognized from state s in A.

Learning. Since Theorem 2.3 applies, we al-
most immediately get an L*-like algorithm com-
puting MinL by instanciating Algorithm 2 in
Kl(TM ) (see Algorithm 6 in Appendix A.2). We
do not go into details here because the result-
ing algorithm is very similar to Vilar’s one for
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non-monoidal transducers (where M = B∗) [3]:
the main differences are that the longest com-
mon prefix in B∗ is replaced by the left-gcd, and
that, in some places, testing for equality is re-
placed by testing for equality up to invertibles
on the left (with UpToInvLeft). Complexity-
wise, the algorithm makes at most |MinL|st up-
dates to Q (and thus of calls to EquivL), and
|MinL|st + rk(MinL) updates to T .
Note that, conversely, Algorithm 3 does not

apply because here E-morphisms need not have
right-inverses.

Minimization There is also an algorithm to
directly transform A into MinL. As hinted by
the categorical structure in Section 3.1, it con-
sists in applying sucessively the operators Reach,
Total, Prefix and Obs, which may themselves be
computed by instanciating Algorithm 1 and its
dual. These four steps are the one that are com-
monly followed when M = B∗ [14]. Computing
Reach and Total is straightforward and can be
done in linear time using depth-first searches on
the underlying graph, and this stays true for ar-
bitrary M . The problem of computing Prefix
and Obs in general is tackled in [8], but the
corresponding solution relies on the existence of
an oracle that computes non-trivial left-divisors
of countable (but rational) families. We thus
provide another algorithm, which only requires
UpToInvLeft and the binary ∧.
The core of the problem is to compute PrefixA

from Total(ReachA), that is to compute the left-
gcds of the languages recognized by each state.
Béal and Carton do it by pulling back letters
along the transitions of A [15], but this relies
crucially on M being a free monoid as the letters
to pull back must be produced by every tran-
sition going out of a given state. This would

for instance not be enough to see that the left-
gcd of state 2 in Figure 1 is α (when M is the
free commutative monoid). Breslauer does it by
computing over-approximations and the length
of the left-gcds, and then taking the correspond-
ing prefixes [16], but again this algorithm does
not generalize to arbitrary M because it relies
crucially on the free monoid being graded. In
the general case, PrefixA may instead be com-
puted using a fixed-point algorithm (see Algo-
rithm 7 in Appendix A.2). The idea is to no-
tice that lgcdLs = t(s) ∧

∧
a∈A(s # a) lgcdLs·a,

and, applying the Kleene fixed-point theorem to
an appropriate lattice, we then get an algorithm
that terminates in at most O((|A|st+|A|→) rkA)
calls to the various oracles.
Computing Obs is traditionally done using

partition refinement. The generalization to arbi-
traryM is not trivial as equality up to invertibles
has to be taken into account to decide whether
two states are equivalent, and it can be done
quite intuitively but tediously, in particular in
O(|A|2st |A|→) calls to the various oracles when
M is left-cancellative.
As the overall algorithm introduces new ideas,

it was implemented in OCaml to demonstrate
feasability [17]. The use of the Fixpoint module
from the OCamlGraph library [18], while not op-
timal, actually makes it quite easy to implement
each of the four operators.

3.3 Summary and future work

We studied transducers which may have their
outputs in arbitrary monoids, and gave condi-
tions on the output monoid for the framework of
Section 2 to apply. The resulting notion of mini-
mal transducer can thus be computed either us-
ing active learning in the style of Angluin, or by
minimizing another transducer following steps
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hinted by the categorical structure. This last al-
gorithm was implemented as a proof-of-concept,
and this whole section will be the subject of an
article that is available as a draft at the time of
writing [17].
This was mainly a theoretical development,

and finding examples of where it applies is an
interesting question. In particular, it holds for
trace monoids so we hope to find applications
in concurrency theory. Transducers are also
used for natural language processing so we hope
monoidal transducers can prove useful as well.
On the theoretical side, an interesting question

is whether the categorical framework can be ex-
tended to encompass monoids for which notions
of minimality can be defined but do not lead to
a unique minimal transducer. Finally, the qua-
ternary factorization system on Kl(TM ) may be
seen as arising from the factorization system on
Set, and a natural question is thus what condi-
tions are required on a monad for factorization
systems on its Kleisli category to arise in the
same way.

4 Weighted automata over inte-
gral domains

Our second instanciation of the framework of
Section 2 is for weighted automata with weights
over integral domains. Recall that if R is a semi-
ring2, a finite R-weighted automaton A over the
alphabet A is given by a non-deterministic fi-
nite automaton where each transition is given a
weight in R and each state is given both an input
weight and an output weight in R. The weight

2a set equipped with two binary operations + and ×
such that (R,+) is a commutative monoid, (R,×) is a
monoid, × distributes over + and 0, the additive unit, is
absorbing for ×

of a path is then the product of the input weight
of the first state, the weights of the transitions in
the path and the output weight of the final state,
and the language recognized by an automaton is
defined as L(.w/) being the sum of the weights
of the paths corresponding to w.
When R is a field3, a finite automaton can be

minimized effectively [13] and the corresponding
minimal automaton can be learned using an L*-
like algorithm [2]. These two results are more-
over instances of the framework of Section 2 [4,
5].
When R is an integral domain4, an R-weighted

automaton can be considered as a K-weighted
automaton where K is R’s field of fractions5 and
can thus be minimized and learned as such, but
the corresponding minimal automaton may have
weights that are not in R. But if R is also princi-
pal6, this minimalK-weighted automaton can be
transformed in an R-weighted automaton with
the same (minimal) number of states [19] and an
automaton recognizing a rational language can
always be learned with an improper L∗-like al-
gorithm [9]. But there are limits: the learned au-
tomaton may not be minimal, and as shown by
Example 4.1, transforming a K-weighted min-
imal automaton into an R-weighted automaton
does not lead to a notion of minimality for which
the R-weighted minimal automaton is unique
(even up to isomorphism).

Example 4.1. Let R = Z (its field of fraction is
K = Q) and L be the Z-language on the al-
phabet A = {a} given by L(.a2n/) = 1 and

3× is commutative, (R,+) is a group i.e. every element
has an inverse for +, and (R∗,×), with R∗ = R− {0}, is
a group as well

4(R,+) is a group, × is commutative and the scalar
multiplications by non-zero r ∈ R∗ are injective

5its formal completion into a field
6each element has a unique prime factorization
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L(.a2n+1/) = 2. L is recognized by both au-
tomata of Figure 4 (where we only draw tran-
sitions with non-zero weights and the default
weight is the multiplicative unit 1).

2

(a) A1

2

(b) A2

Figure 4: Two non-isomorphic Z-weighted au-
tomata with minimal number of states

A1 and A2 are isomorphic as Q-weighted au-
tomata and are the minimal such automata rec-
ognizing L. Yet, they are not isomorphic as Z-
automata: there is only a morphism A1 → A2.

Hence the need to study minimality when R
is not a field.

4.1 Notions of minimality

Let R be an integral domain. To model R-
weighted automata in our framework, we use
functors I → RModFree whose output cate-
gory is that of free R-modules: its objects are
R-modules7 that have a basis8. In particular,
if A has state-set S, we set A(st) to be

∐
S R,

the free R-module with basis S: for Figures 4a
and 4b, the state-space is the module Z2. When
R is a field this is enough to apply to framework
of Section 2 as every module is a free module:
every vector space has a basis. But this does not
work in the general case because a direct prod-
uct of free modules need not be free: for instance,
ZA∗ is not a free Z-module.

7commutative groups with with a scalar multiplication
by elements of R

8there is a subset B ⊂ M such that every element in M
can be written uniquely as a finite R-linear combination
of elements of B

Hence we consider instead the output cate-
gory RModTF of torsion-free R-modules9. This
category has all products and coproducts hence
the initial and final automata recognizing a lan-
guage exist by Theorem 2.1, but the corre-
sponding notion of automata, that we call R-
modular automata, and in particular the min-
imal R-modular automata recognizing rational
languages10, need not be weighted automata in
the usual sense: we will study conditions for this
to be true in Section 4.2.
To define a notion of minimality, the only

ingredient left is thus a factorization system.
There is actually a whole lattice of factorization
systems on RModTF . Recall indeed that, for a
multiplicative subset11 S of R∗ and for two mod-
ules N ⊆ M , the S-saturation of N in M is
satSM N = {m ∈ M | ∃s ∈ S, sm ∈ N}.

Lemma 4.2. Let S and S′ be multiplicative sub-
sets of R∗. Define (ES ,MS) by e : X → Y ∈ ES
when satSY (im e) = Y ; and m : X → Y ∈ MS

when m is injective and satSY (imm) = imm.
Then (ES ,MS) is a factorization system on
RModTF , and ES ⊆ ES′ if and only if S di-
vides S′, that is if for all s ∈ S there is a r ∈ R∗
such that sr ∈ S′.

In particular, if S = {1} then (ES ,MS) is
the usual factorization system given by sur-
jections and injections (regular epimorphisms
and monomorphisms), and when S = R∗,
the ES-morphisms are exactly the epimorphisms
in RModTF , and the MS-morphisms are ex-
actly the regular monomorphisms (the categor-
ical analogue of embeddings) in RModTF : we

9modules for which the scalar multiplications by non-
zero elements are injective

10languages recognized by a finite R-weighted automa-
ton

11it contains 1 and is stable under multiplication
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respectively write these two factorization sys-
tems (Ereg,M) and (E ,Mreg). We also get
that if S contains only invertible elements then
(ES ,MS) = (Ereg,M), so when R is a field the
entire lattice of factorization systems collapses
to (Ereg,M).
We may relate the R-minimal and K-minimal

automata recognizing a rational R-valued lan-
guage using the tensor product in RModTF . In-
deed, if S is a multiplicative subset of R∗, the
functorM 7→ S−1M = S−1R⊗RM , sending aR-
module to the S−1R-module of fractions with nu-
merators inM and denominators in S, maps aR-
weighted automaton to the corresponding S−1R-
weighted one (weights in R are also weights in
S−1R).

Proposition 4.3. Let S and S′ be two mul-
tiplicative subsets of R∗. Then the functor
S−1R ⊗R − preserves (ES′ ,MS′)-factorizations.
Moreover, if S′ divides S, then this functor sends
the (ES′ ,MS′)-minimal R-modular automata to
the (Ereg,M)-minimal S−1R-modular ones. Fi-
nally, R-valued rational languages are also ratio-
nal when seen as S−1R-valued languages.

The minimal R-modular automata defined by
these factorization systems are therefore all iso-
morphic and minimal when seen as K-weighted
automata. In particular, they all have the same
number of states (their state-spaces all have the
same generic rank). Moreover, a morphism f in
RModTF is inM if and only if R−1f is injective,
and it is in E if and only if R−1f is surjective,
hence (Ereg,M) and (E ,Mreg) define the widest
range of factorization systems whose correspond-
ing minimal R-modular automata are also min-
imal as K-weighted automata.

4.2 The case of Dedekind and princi-
pal domains

Let S be a multiplicative subset of R∗. For
the (ES ,MS)-minimal automata to be usable
in practice, we need them to be representable
with finite memory. A first result is that if R is
noetherian12, then the minimal automaton rec-
ognizing a rational language has finitely gener-
ated state-space: it is the quotient of a finite
R-weighted automaton. But this is still not very
useful in practice, so we will now require stronger
conditions on R, namely that it be Dedekind13

or even principal.
Dedekind domains are interesting because

their finitely generated torsion-free modules are
projective (they are direct summands of free
modules), and this implies in turn that they are
isomorphic to some Rn ⊕ I, where n ∈ N and I
is a fractional ideal, that is a finitely generated
sub-R-module of K: in particular, there is an
other fractional ideal I−1 such that II−1 = R
and I ⊕ I−1 ∼= R2 [20]. R-modular automata
with finitely generated projective state-space are
thus almost R-weighted, in the sense that they
can be represented by a R-weighted automaton
with a single special state sI such that transi-
tions going into sI may be weighted with ele-
ments of I, and transitions going out of sI may
be weighted with elements of I−1. Principal
domains, in turn, are interesting because they
are Dedekind but have all their fractional ide-
als isomorphic to R, hence their finitely gener-
ated torsion-free modules are free: R-modular
automata with finitely-generated state-space are
R-weighted.

Proposition 4.4. If R is Dedekind, the
12all the submodules of R are finitely generated
13every element can be factorized using a finite number

of primes
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(ES ,MS)-minimal R-modular (bi)automata rec-
ognizing a rational languages have finitely gener-
ated projective state-space. If R is also principal,
they all are finite R-weighted automata.

For R principal, we immediately get that
the minimal automaton is R-weighted. For R
Dedekind, if (MinL)(st) = Rn ⊕ I then an R-
weighted automaton with n + 2 states (so only
one additional state) may always be built by ex-
tending MinL along Rn ⊕ I ↪→ Rn ⊕ I ⊕ I−1 ∼=
Rn+2, as depicted by Example 4.5. However,
there may also be a (smaller) R-weighted au-
tomaton with n+ 1 states recognizing L.

Example 4.5. Let R be the Dedekind domain
Z[
√
−5] (it is not principal because 2× 3 = 6 =

(1−
√
−5)(1 +

√
−5)). Consider the automaton

A over A = {a, b} with state-space R4 depicted
in Figure 5.

1 2

43

a :
√
−5− 1

a : 3 a : 1

b : 1

b : 1 +
√
−5

b : 2−
√
−5

Figure 5: A Z[
√
−5]-weighted automaton

It recognizes the language given by L(.aa/) =√
−5 − 1, L(.ab/) = 3, L(.ba/) = 1 +

√
−5,

L(.bb/) = 2 −
√
−5 and L(.w/) = 0 for every

other w. It has the minimum number of states
among R-weighted automata recognizing L, yet
it cannot be (ES ,MS)-minimal for some S be-
cause the saturated submodule of R4 of reach-
able configurations is R ⊕ I ⊕ R, where I is the
fractional ideal {((

√
−5−1)λ+(1+

√
−5)µ, 3λ+

(2−
√
−5)µ) | λ, µ ∈ R} ∼= (2−

√
−5, 3) (the iso-

morphism is given by i ↔ (i(
√
−5− 1)/3, i)).

Hence ReachEreg ,MA has state-space R⊕I⊕R
and is given by Figure 6. It is (Ereg,M)-minimal,
and adding an extra state yields back an automa-
ton isomorphic to the one of Figure 5.

1 2

a : 3

b : 2−
√
−5

4

b : 1

a : (
√
−5− 1)/3

Figure 6: A minimal projective Z[
√
−5]-modular

automaton

Assuming the computability of basic opera-
tions over R amounting to computing factoriza-
tions (note that the saturation of a finitely gener-
ated module is computable [21] and morphisms
between finitely generated projective modules
have an effective matrix representation [22]), the
minimal automata can be computed by instan-
cianting Algorithms 1 and 2 (in the category
of projective modules), but unfortunately the
categorical framework does not give a complete
bound on the complexity of the resulting algo-
rithms because a noetherian domain can have ar-
bitrary long strict (finite) chains of submodules,
for instance Z and the 2nZ. Algorithm 3 applies
as well for (Ereg,M) (because surjections be-
tween finitely generated projective modules have
right inverses), and it answers the open question
asked by van Heerdt et al. of finding a categori-
cal framework for their algorithm implementing
improper learning of weighted automata [9]: in
particular, their assumption that linear systems
are solvable is encompassed by the computability
of right inverses of Ereg-morphisms.

Proposition 4.6. If R is Dedekind, finitely gen-
erated torsion-free modules are MS-noetherian
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and ES-artinian in the category of projective
modules. Moreover, codimEreg M = dimMreg M
is the rank of M .

Note that this relies crucially on the fact
that finitely generated torsion R-modules are ar-
tinian, which is specific to Dedekind domains.

4.3 Summary and future work

We studied automata weighted over integral do-
mains. We showed that, allowing for the state-
spaces to be any torsion-free modules, there is
actually a whole lattice of notions of minimality,
and that the corresponding minimal automata
are all isomorphic when the weights are consid-
ered in the domain’s field of fractions. When the
domain is principal, these minimal automata are
weighted automata in the classic sense and they
can be computed or learned using the algorithms
of Section 2. The same results hold when the
domain is Dedekind, except an additional state
may be needed to represent the minimal automa-
ton as a weighted automaton.
Again, this was mainly a theoretical devel-

opment, and concrete applications of these re-
sults are yet to be found, in particular when the
weights are taken over a Dedekind domain.
On the theoretical side, a first question is

whether a bound on the complexity of the algo-
rithms could be found by making the categorical
framework more precise, as its current version
only gives a partial bound. Another question
is whether these results can be generalized, in
particular to non-commutative Dedekind rings
and to semi-rings enjoying similar properties,
but also to monoid rings for which weighted au-
tomata are really weighted monoidal transduc-
ers.

5 Quasi-ordered automata

Our third and final instanciation of the frame-
work of Section 2 is to quasi-ordered automata,
that is automata whose underlying graph is
quasi-ordered. Before delving into their defini-
tion, let us recall the theory of well quasi-orders
[23] that motivate their use.
A well quasi-order (or WQO) (X,≤) is a set

X equipped with a quasi-order14 such that ev-
ery upwards-closed subset15 U ⊆ X has a finite
basis: there are elements u1, . . . , un such that
U = ↑u1 ∪ · · · ∪ ↑un, where ↑ui is the upwards-
closed subsets of elements that are greater than
ui. WQOs are useful because when the set of
configurations of a transition system is a WQO,
the termination and reachability problems for
this transition system can be proven to be de-
cidable (with additional conditions).
The main example of WQO we will be us-

ing is the subword ordering (A∗,≤∗) of words
on a quasi-ordered alphabet (A,≤): we write
w ≤∗ w

′ if and only if w is a subword of w′, that is
w = a1 . . . an and w′ = w′

0a
′
1w

′
1a

′
2 . . . w

′
n−1a

′
nw

′
n

with w′
i ∈ A∗ and ai ≤ a′i. When ≤ is a WQO,

Higman’s lemma states that this makes A∗ a
WQO as well [23]. It follows that we can give
a WQO structure to any monoid that is a quo-
tient of A∗: if f : A∗ → M is surjective, we set
m vM m′ if m = f(w) and m′ = f(w′) with
w ≤∗ w′, and we take (M,≤M ) to be the WQO
given by the transitive closure of vM (m ≤M m′

if and only if m v m1 v . . . v mn v m′ for some
m1, . . . ,mn ∈ M). Note that these orderings are
compatible with the monoid structure in that ε
is a minimum element16 and the monoid product

14a reflexive and transitive relation
15if u ∈ U and u ≤ v ∈ X then v ∈ U as well
16it is smaller than every other element
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is monotone in both variables 17.

5.1 Upwards-closed sets as functors

Upwards-closed subsets for the subword order-
ing on A∗ are subsets of A∗, so they can be
represented as (Set, 1, 2)-languages, that is func-
tors L : O → Set such that L(in) = 1 and
L(out) = 2 = {⊥,>}: we take w ∈ L if and only
if L(.w/) = >. But not every language can be
seen as an upwards-closed subset: we also need
to ask that if w ≤∗ w′ then L(.w/) ≤ L(.w′/)
for the pointwise ordering18 on functions 1 → 2,
where we set ⊥ < > in 2.
We thus restrict ourselves to the categoryOrd

whose objects are quasi-orders and whose mor-
phisms are monotone maps. Ord is an Ord-
enriched category, in that the sets of morphisms
Ord(X,Y ) between two objects X and Y are
themselves objects in Ord: they are quasi-
ordered (with the pointwise ordering), and the
composition of morphisms is monotone. O can
also be seen as an Ord-enriched category, be-
cause O(in, out) = A∗ can be equipped with the
subword ordering, and an (Ord, 1, 2)-language
L corresponds to an upwards-closed set exactly
when the functor L is Ord-enriched, that is
when it is a monotone map of morphisms.
The corresponding automata notion is thus

defined as Ord-enriched functors A : I → Ord
such that A(in) = 1 and A(out) = 2, where I is
Ord-enriched by ordering I(st, st) = A∗ with
the subword ordering. In practice, these corre-
spond to quasi-ordered (complete deterministic)
automata: their state-set are quasi-ordered and
the transition and output functions are mono-
tone: if s ≤ s′ ∈ A(st) then A(a)(s) ≤ A(a)(s′)

17if m1 ≤M m′
1 and m2 ≤M m′

2 then m1m2 ≤M m′
1m

′
2

18f v g : X → Y if and only if f(x) ≤Y f(x) for all
x ∈ X

for all a ∈ A, and if s is accepting then so is
s′. The Ord-enriched structure also means that
if w ≤∗ w′ then A(w)(s) ≤ A(w′)(s) for all
s ∈ A(st), so in particular the initial state is a
minimum element among reachable states, and
transitions can only go up with respect to the
ordering of states: for instance, transitions from
accepting states can only go into other accepting
states.
While the framework of Section 2 technically

does not apply to Ord-enriched categories and
functors, it can easily be extended, at least for
our specific purposes. The factorization system
on Ord is given by surjective monotone maps
and injective monotone order-reflecting maps19.
Theorem 2.1 does not apply anymore; instead,
the initial automaton recognizing a language has
state-space A∗, but ordered with the subword
ordering (and not with equality). Similarly, the
final automaton has state-space Ord(A∗, 2), the
set of monotone maps from A∗ to 2. The minimal
automaton is then the factorization of the map
that sends a u ∈ A∗ to v 7→ L(.uv/) seen as a
monotone function from A∗ to 2: it has states the
Myhill-Nerode equivalence classes of L, ordered
by their corresponding residual languages. Note
the quasi-order on Ord(A∗, 2) is antisymmetric
and thus an order, hence so is the quasi-order
on the state-space of the minimal automaton: it
is also acyclic, meaning its underlying graph has
no cycle of two or more transitions. The acyclic
paths from the initial state to the (necessarily
unique) accepting state in the minimal automa-
ton thus give a minimal finite basis of L.

Example 5.1. The quasi-ordered automaton of
Figure 7 (with alphabet ({a, b},=)) has its states
ordered from left to right. It is minimal, and a
minimal finite basis for the language it recognizes

19f(x) ≤ f(y) if and only if x ≤ y
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Figure 7: A quasi-ordered automaton

is {aaa, aab, bba, bbb}.

5.2 Automata learning and the VJGL
lemma

Given a WQO (X,≤), define an ideal of X to
be a subset I of X that is non-empty, directed20

and downwards-closed 21, and let X̂ be the so-
brification of X, that is its set of ideals ordered
with inclusion. Note that the map X → X̂ that
assigns an x ∈ X to ↓x, the ideal of elements
smaller than x, is injective, monotone and order-
reflecting.
Another useful property of WQOs is the Valk-

Jantzen-Goubault-Larrecq (VJGL) lemma [10].
It states that if a WQO X has the effective
complement property, i.e. if there is a com-
putable function that takes some x1, . . . , xn ∈ X
and outputs some I1, . . . , Im ∈ X̂ such that
X−(↑x1∪· · ·∪↑xn) = I1∪· · ·∪Im, then a finite
basis of any upwards-closed subset U ⊆ X may
be learned using a finite number of queries to an
oracle Eval

Û
that decides whether any I ∈ X̂

is such that I ∩ U = ∅. In a nutshell, the al-
gorithm enumerates the elements x of X, checks
whether they belong to U using Eval

Û
(↓x), and

if so adds them to the potential basis and checks
whether this basis generates U : if B is the cur-
rent basis andX−↑B = I1∪· · ·∪Im (by the effec-

20∀i1, i2 ∈ I, ∃j ∈ I, i1 ≤ j ∧ i2 ≤ j
21its complement is upwards-closed

tive complement property), it is enough to check
whether Ii∩U = ∅ for all i by using Eval

Û
(Ii).

This resembles automata learning greatly, in
that the algorithm first builds a hypothesis basis
by querying which elements are in U , and then
checks whether this basis generates U . This is
more-or-less what happens when applying Al-
gorithm 2 to learn Ord-enriched (Ord, 1, 2)-
languages (see Algorithm 8 in Appendix A.3).
The while loop first builds a hypothesis automa-
ton which represents a hypothesis basis for L,
using queries to EvalL, which can itself be im-
plemented using EvalL̂. It tries to do so in a
clever way, in that the bound on the number of
calls to EquivL is the number of states of MinL,
while the algorithm in the VGJL lemma checks
whether the basis B is correct at least as many
times as there are words in B (if the enumer-
ation of X is well-chosen). Note that finding
the basis in such a clever way may be costly,
as the bound on the number of updates to T is
quadratic in the number of states of MinL. The
hypothesis automaton HQ,TL is still an Ord-
enriched functor, hence an ordered acyclic au-
tomaton: the EquivL oracle can thus be im-
plemented by first checking that every word in
the corresponding basis is indeed in L, and then
checking not recognized by HQ,TL is not in L
neither. This last step requires implementing the
effective complement procedure of the subword
ordering on the automaton representation: for
each acyclic path s0

a1−→ · · · an−→ sn in the un-
derlying graph such that s0 is the initial state
and sn is the accepting state, if Ai is the set of
letters whose transition from si loop back to si
then one should check that I ∩ L = ∅, where
I = A∗

0 ↓(a1)A∗
1 · · · ↓(an−1)A

∗
n−1. But finding an

actual counter-example word to return when this
is not the case still requires enumerating words
in I in a brute-force way.
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A perhaps more clever solution is thus to con-
sider L as the intersection L̂∩A∗, where L̂ is the
upwards-closed subset {I ∈ Â∗ | I ∩ L 6= ∅}
of Â∗ (recall that A∗ embeds in Â∗ through
w → ↓w). Â∗ inherits a monoid structure from
that of A∗, and it is generated by Σ = Â∪ {E∗ |
E ∈ Pf (Â)} ⊆ Â∗ [10]. It also happens that
the subword ordering on this monoid (where Σ
is ordered with inclusion) is enough to capture
the ordering on A∗ when seen as a subset of Â∗.
From all of this one may deduce that a basis for L
may be learned by learning a directed acyclic au-
tomaton with input alphabet Σ and recognizing
L̂. This can in turn be done as described above,
and the EquivL oracle does not require any enu-
meration to find a counter-example as the ideal
A∗

0 ↓(a1)A∗
1 · · · ↓(an−1)A

∗
n−1 itself is the counter-

example (this uses the fact that ̂̂
A∗ = Â∗, be-

cause X̂ is the ideal completion of X). This
comes at the cost of Σ being exponentially big-
ger than A, hence the while loop requiring an
exponential overhead. Still, this allows for pre-
cisely quantifying the complexity of learning a
basis for L using EvalL̂: when A is finite, the
complexity is exponential in the size of A.
Another advantage of this viewpoint is that

it immediately gives new families of WQOs for
which the VGJL lemma applies, namely the sub-
word orderings on monoids M arising as quo-
tients free monoids A∗ (assuming M verifies ba-
sic effectivity properties): their upwards-closed
subsets can be seen as upwards-closed subsets of
A∗ that are also closed under equivalence with
respect to M . For instance, this shows that
the VJGL lemma applies to subword orderings
on free commutative monoids (this was already
known as multiset orderings, but the automata
learning viewpoint is new), or more generally to
subword orderings on any trace monoid (which,

to the best of our knowledge, was not known
previously). This should be seen mainly as a de-
cidability result, as the automata representation
of monoid languages may be very inefficient.

5.3 Summary and future work

We extended the framework of Section 2 to
work with Ord-enriched functor I → Ord. In
this setting, the EquivL oracle can be imple-
mented using a stronger version of the EvalL
oracle. This shows how automata learning and
the VGJL lemma, used to learn a basis of an
upwards-closed subset of a WQO, are closely re-
lated. The automata learning viewpoint works
only for subword orderings, but its implemen-
tation is more clever than the simple brute-
force enumeration of the VGJL lemma. It also
gives a universal proof that subword orderings on
monoids verifying certain effectivity conditions,
for instance trace monoids, verify the VGJL
lemma, a result which was not known previously.
There is further work to be done in two or-

thogonal directions. First, the VGJL lemma ap-
plies not only to subword orderings, but also to
other families of WQOs, especially subtree or-
derings (on sets of trees generated by a signa-
ture). There is ongoing work to adapt the re-
sults of Section 2 to minimizing and learning tree
automata, and the corresponding Ord-enriched
language (upwards-closed sets for subtree order-
ings) should give an implementation of the VGJL
lemma for subtree orderings. Second, we showed
here by hand that the framework of Section 2 ex-
tends to Ord-enriched categories, but we hope
that this is actually an instance of a more general
result, namely that it extends to any enriched
category. In practice this would then also instan-
ciate the minimization and learning of nominal
automata [11], for example.
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A Additional algorithms

A.1 Categorical algorithms

Algorithm 4 The dual of Algorithm 1, computing Obs. JT is now the (E ,M)-factorization of
A →

∏
T L(out). When A(st) is E-artinian, the while loop is iterated at most codimE A(st)

times.
Input: a C-automaton A
Output: ObsA

1: Ttodo = {ε}
2: Tdone = ∅
3: while there is a t ∈ Ttodo do
4: move t from Ttodo to Tdone

5: for a ∈ A such that JTdonetTtodot{at} � JTdonetTtodo
is not an E-morphism do

6: add at to Ttodo

7: end for
8: end while
9: return the automaton with state-space JTdone

Algorithm 5 A second variant of the FunL*-algorithm, dual to Algorithm 3. The morphisms
JQ,T �

∏
T L(out) are now required to have (computable) left-inverses. When (MinL)(st) is

both M-noetherian and E-artinian, it makes at most dimM(MinL)(st) updates to Q (including
calls to EquivL) and codimE(MinL)(st) updates to T .
Input: EvalL and EquivL
Output: an automaton recognizing L

1: Q = T = {ε}
2: loop
3: while there is a at ∈ AT such that JQ,T∪AT � JQ,T is not an M-morphism do
4: add at to T
5: end while
6: build an automaton H with state-space

∏
T L(out)

7: if EquivL(H) outputs some counter-example w then
8: add w and its prefixes to Q
9: else

10: return H
11: end if
12: end loop
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A.2 Transducer algorithms

Algorithm 6 The FunL*-algorithm applied to monoidal transducers. The table LQ,T representing
partial knowledge of L over Q(A∪{ε})T is now given by L(.qat/) = Λ(q, a)R(q, a, t) with R right-
coprime so that Λ(q, a) is a left-gcd of (L(.qat/))t∈T .
Input: EvalL and EquivL
Output: MinM (L)

1: Q = T = {e}
2: for a ∈ A ∪ {e} do
3: Λ(e, a) = EvalL(a)
4: R(e, a, e) = ε
5: end for
6: loop
7: if there is a qa ∈ QA such that ∀q′ ∈ Q,χ ∈ M×, R(q, a, ·) 6= χR(q′, e, ·) then
8: add qa to Q and update Λ and R using EvalL
9: else if there is an at ∈ AT such that

• either there is a q ∈ Q such that R(q, a, t) 6= ⊥ but R(q, e, T ) = ⊥T ;

• or there is a q ∈ Q such that Λ(q, e) does not left-divide Λ(q, a)R(q, a, t);

• or there are q, q′ ∈ Q and χ ∈ M× such that R(q, e, T ) = χR(q′, e, T ) but
LeftDivide(Λ(q, e),Λ(q, a)R(q, a, t)) 6= χLeftDivide(Λ(q′, e),Λ(q′, a))R(q′, a, t))

then
10: add at to T and update Λ and R using EvalL
11: else
12: build H(Q,T ) using Λ and R
13: if EquivL(HQ,TL) outputs some counter-example w then
14: add w and its prefixes to Q
15: else
16: return H(Q,T )
17: end if
18: end if
19: update Λ and R using EvalL
20: end loop
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Algorithm 7 A fixed-point algorithm for computing PrefixA. It is obtained by applying Algo-
rithm 4 to monoidal transducers and further optimizing the resulting algorithm.
Input: an M -transducer TotalA = (S, (u0, s0), t,�)
Output: PrefixA

1: Ttodo = ∅
2: Λ = s 7→ ⊥
3: for s ∈ S do
4: if t(s) 6= ⊥ then
5: Λ(s) = t(s)
6: add s to Ttodo

7: end if
8: end for
9: # compute the left-gcds of the languages recognized by each state

10: while there is some s ∈ Ttodo do
11: for each transition s′ � a = (υ, s) do
12: remove s from Ttodo

13: if Λ(s′) ∧ υΛ(s) is not equal to Λ(s′) up to invertibles on the left then
14: Λ(s′) = Λ(s′) ∧ υΛ(s)
15: add s′ to Ttodo

16: end if
17: end for
18: end while
19: # use Λ to compute PrefixA
20: u′0 = u0Λ(s0)
21: for s ∈ S do
22: t′(s) = LeftDivide(Λ(s), t(s))
23: for a ∈ A do
24: s#′ a = LeftDivide(Λ(s), (s# a)Λ(s · a))
25: end for
26: end for
27: return (S, (u′0, s0), t

′,�′)
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A.3 Algorithms on quasi-ordered automata

Algorithm 8 The FunL*-algorithm for learning an upwards-closed language
Input: EvalL and EquivL
Output: Min(L)

1: Q = T = {ε}
2: for a ∈ {ε} ∪A do
3: L(ε, a, ε) = EvalL(a)
4: end for
5: loop
6: if there is a ua ∈ QA such that for all u′ ∈ Q, L(u, a, ·) 6= L(u′, ε, ·) then
7: add ua to Q and update L
8: else if there is a at ∈ AT such that L(u, ε, ·) = L(u′, ε, ·) but L(u, a, t) 6= L(u′, a, t) for some

u, u′ ∈ Q then
9: add at to T and update L

10: else if there is a at ∈ AT such that L(u, ε, ·) v L(u′, ε, ·) but L(u, a, t) = > and L(u′, a, t) = ⊥
for some u, u′ ∈ Q then

11: add at to T and update L
12: else
13: build HQ,TL using L
14: if EquivL(HQ,TL) outputs some counter-example w ∈ A∗ then
15: add w and its prefixes to Q
16: else
17: return HQ,TL
18: end if
19: end if
20: end loop
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